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Chapter 506: From School Uniform to Wedding Dress 

 

Xia Wanqiu blushed and was a little shy. 

In the past, she was Lin Fan’s girlfriend. Today, she had become Lin Fan’s wife. 

Today… Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu were finally married! 

Soon, the wedding etiquette was over. 

Lin Fan held Xia Wanqiu’s hand and looked at the girl beside him. He felt extremely 
happy. 

Xia Wanqiu had finally become his woman. 

They also had a baby. 

Lin Fan’s parents couldn’t stop smiling. 

The old master of the Xia family was also smiling. 

Xia Wanqiu’s father cried even more. 

He really wanted to see such a scene. 

Xia Wanqiu’s mother was also there. After she was cured of cancer, she exuded a 
youthful aura, as if she had become ten years younger. 

They all knew that Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu were married. 

They also knew that Lin Fan and Su Xiaoyu had a good relationship. After the wedding 
in China, they would go overseas to get married. 

As for Lin Fan already having two girlfriends, they didn’t care. 

In their opinion, Su Xiaoyu was such an outstanding girl. 



Her radiance was not something that ordinary people could compare to. 

She was Su Xiaoyu, a world-class genius girl. 

The only guy Su Xiaoyu liked was Lin Fan. No one could stop them. 

As long as Xia Wanqiu and Su Xiaoyu agreed with each other and lived happily, it was 
fine. 

They did not care about anything else. 

Lin Jingjing applauded at the side. “I’m so happy. Lin Fan and Sister Wanqiu are finally 
together. They’re married too.” 

Xu Yang held Lin Jingjing’s hand. “Then when do you think we’ll get married?” 

Lin Jingjing blushed and said, “Mmm… it depends on your performance. You haven’t 
proposed to me yet.” 

Xu Yang laughed and held Lin Jingjing’s hand tightly. His relationship with Lin Jingjing 
was about to get married. 

It was just that there was still a proposal ceremony that was quite important to a girl. 

After the proposal, Xu Yang and Lin Jingjing would probably get married. 

Girls like Su Muqing, Lin Kexin, and Chu Yaoyao were all clapping. 

Lu Benkai, Liu Mou, and the others were cheering. 

After the wedding, many guests and friends had another feast before leaving. 

Only Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu were left at home. 

Only close friends and family came to this wedding ceremony. 

Lin Fan didn’t inform the media. 

This was his and Xia Wanqiu’s wedding. He just needed his friends and family to give 
him their blessings. As for the media, passers-by, and fans, Lin Fan didn’t want to 
mobilize too many people. 

Marriage was between him and Xia Wanqiu to begin with, and it had nothing to do with 
anyone else. 



“Son, you have to treat Wanqiu well. You can only treat her well in your life. Don’t let me 
find out that you’ve let down such a good daughter-in-law,” said Lin Fan’s mother. 

“Mom, don’t worry.” Lin Fan patted his chest. 

Although he was already married to Xia Wanqiu, Lin Fan’s parents were both villagers. 
Their thinking wasn’t that advanced. 

There was still a long way to go before they could directly accept Su Xiaoyu. 

After all… the current law did not allow polygamy. 

If public opinion were to expose that Lin Fan was two-timing, his public image would 
collapse. 

At that time, countless fans would be sad. 

Lin Fan’s parents would probably find it difficult to accept this. This matter would take a 
long time. 

For example, if Lin Fan had a child with her, his parents would slowly accept it. 

Xia Wanqiu rolled her eyes at Lin Fan and didn’t expose him. 

However, Lin Fan was also very good to her. He didn’t treat her coldly just because he 
had Su Xiaoyu. 

Xia Wanqiu knew very well that Lin Fan would only treat her and Su Xiaoyu well. That 
was enough. 

Furthermore, Xia Wanqiu was the reason why Lin Fan could be with Su Xiaoyu. 

If Xia Wanqiu didn’t agree, she could totally not let Su Xiaoyu stay in the villa together. 
That way, it would be difficult for Lin Fan and Su Xiaoyu to develop feelings for each 
other. 

Lin Fan’s father looked at Lin Fan and patted his shoulder. He took a puff of his 
cigarette and said, “I’m old and can’t help you much. Take this bit of money. Although I 
know you don’t lack money, if you carry this kind of cash with you, it might be useful one 
day.” 

Lin Fan looked at the crumpled red banknotes and was very touched. He didn’t reject 
the money his father handed him. 

Although Lin Fan was already quite rich now, in the eyes of Lin Fan’s father, Lin Fan 
would always be a child. 



Parents would always be the support of their children. 

Lin Fan’s father continued, “As a man, you’ve grown up. You have to be responsible in 
the future. Soon, you’ll be a father. I know you’re busy with work, but you have to spend 
more time with Wanqiu.” 

Lin Fan’s father rarely said these words to him. Most men’s feelings were reserved and 
wouldn’t be so direct. Especially when a parent had mixed feelings for a child. 

Lin Fan nodded. “Dad, I understand.” 

Lin Fan’s father nodded. “Then your mother and I will go home first. Rest early. Also, let 
Wanqiu eat something good. After all, women are pregnant…” 

Lin Fan’s mother pulled Lin Fan’s father and smiled. “You’re a man. Why do you talk 
more than a woman? Let’s go, let’s go. They understand. There’s no need for us to be 
adults.” 

Just like that, Lin Fan’s parents left. 

On the same day, Lin Fan posted a photo on Weibo. 

One had to know… 

Lin Fan hadn’t used Weibo for a long time. 

Even when “Titanic” was released, Lin Fan never posted on Weibo. 

It could be said that Lin Fan hadn’t posted on Weibo for a long time. 

Today, Lin Fan realized that his Weibo attention had exceeded 200 million. 

Even the big celebrities in the entertainment industry did not have so much attention. 

But Lin Fan… almost never posted on Weibo. 

Many celebrities’ Weibo was filled with all sorts of endorsements and advertisements. 
Occasionally, celebrities would post photos of their lives. 

Lin Fan never participated in endorsements and almost never used Weibo. 

Today, Lin Fan posted something unprecedented on Weibo. 

[This is my woman.] 

Only this sentence accompanied him and Xia Wanqiu’s wedding photos. 



Xia Wanqiu held Lin Fan’s arm and gently leaned on his shoulder. She was like a little 
bird, looking happy. 

Lin Fan was very handsome, and Xia Wanqiu was also very beautiful in her wedding 
dress. 

Xia Wanqiu also posted on Weibo. 

[We’re married ~] 

There was a similar photo attached. 

Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu were officially married today! 

Then… the entire Internet exploded! 

Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu had really gotten together. 

The first time Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu appeared in the eyes of the public was a photo of 
them in high school. Xia Wanqiu was leaning on Lin Fan’s shoulder. 

Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu posted the same photo on Weibo at the same time. However, it 
went from a school uniform to a wedding dress. 
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The comments under Weibo quickly exceeded ten, a thousand, a hundred, ten 
thousand, a hundred thousand… a million! 

In just two hours, the comments below on Weibo had already exceeded a million! 

They were all blessings! 

There were also blessings from various celebrities and all sorts of blessings from friends 
in the entertainment industry. 

“I’m crying. Walking from the school uniform to the wedding dress, such a relationship is 
really enviable.” 

“Ah ah ah, my goddess… Lin Fan, you snatched my goddess away!” 

“You must live happily together. I’ll give you my blessings forever!” 



“Lin Fan, you’re my idol, my forever idol. I beg you, Lin Fan, don’t quit, okay? In the 
future, I still want to see your movies. Every time you film a movie, I want to follow it.” 

“That’s right. Lin Fan is too awesome now. He has also popularized 5G technology. 
Now, everyone uses 5G phones. The speed is extremely fast and they spend very little 
money. Anyway, I admire Lin Fan. Now that Lin Fan has such a beautiful wife, I admire 
him even more!” 

“Little thief, if you dare to treat my goddess badly, I’ll hold a knife…” 

Countless blessings and comments drowned Weibo. 

Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu had really gotten together. 

The first comment on Xia Wanqiu’s Weibo was Xu Yang’s. 

[Xu Yang: “You have to be happy forever!”] 

No one knew how much courage it took to go from liking her back then to blessing her 
now. 

To Xu Yang, Xia Wanqiu was his youth. 

The first girl he liked was Xia Wanqiu. 

He liked Xia Wanqiu for years. 

Until he met Lin Fan. Xu Yang wanted to fight Lin Fan head-on time and time again, but 
he was defeated. 

If it were anyone else, they might have become enemies. 

But Xu Yang wouldn’t. He and Lin Fan had become good brothers. 

He also had someone he loved, Lin Jingjing. 

Xia Wanqiu replied to Xu Yang. 

[Xia Wanqiu: “@Lin Jingjing.”] 

[Xu Yang: “Ah… Don’t mess with me like this. Jingjing, I was wrong…”] 

Lin Jingjing: “Hmph, go home and kneel.” 

…. 



In the villa, only Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu lived together. 

Xia Wanqiu was pregnant and did not need to work. 

With Little Qiuqiu, Xia Wanqiu could always be by Lin Fan’s side. 

Lin Fan handed over the company’s work to his trusted aides. 

The current Lin Fan was too rich. 

After 5G technology was popularized, driverless technology had completely matured. 

Driverless technology required a lot of sensitive things. 

The most important thing was the Internet! 

Only the developed Internet could detect whether there was a car accident, a landslide, 
and what had happened the fastest… 

In that case, the driverless technology could quickly recognize it and make the most 
correct decision. 

With driverless technology, there was no need for traffic lights. All the cars would be in 
order, and the accident rate would be reduced to the lowest. 

Driverless technology was also promoted to many big cities, and it was very good. 

Ever since 5G technology was completely mature, the base stations were all built. 
Autonomous vehicle technology could be applied to every part of China. 

Even in a mountain village, driverless technology could be controlled! 

Of course, when people bought cars, they still had to learn how to drive. If there was a 
problem with the driverless technology, there would be someone in the car who could 
control it. 

After all, his life was more important. With better technology, it did not mean that 
humans would lose this ability. 

For example, humans could no longer defeat robots in chess. They could not defeat 
computers, but could humans not play chess? 

Now, Lin Fan had made a very important decision. He wanted to promote driverless 
technology to every town and village in the country. 

At the same time, he had to combine driverless technology with cars. 



As long as the car had no technical problems, it could carry driverless technology. 

What Lin Fan needed to do was to work with all the car companies. This way, people 
could still choose to buy cars from all sorts of brands. 

“Boss Lin, I understand.” Hua Qingqing nodded. She already had a very high status in 
the company, but this kind of important decision-making matter had to be handed over 
to Lin Fan. 

“The entire country is fully implementing driverless technology. It’s estimated to be 
completed in three months!” Hua Qingqing reported to Lin Fan on the phone. 

“Mmm, sure. What’s the estimated income?” Lin Fan asked casually. 

After all, to work with so many car companies, these car companies had to give Lin Fan 
a lot of money. 

Otherwise, driverless technology would not be used in such branded cars. Gradually, 
such branded cars would be eliminated. 

This was like how no matter how well Nokia did, if they did not keep up with the times, 
they would naturally be eliminated by smartphones. 

Previously, 5G technology had already made Jiaxing Entertainment’s market value 
exceed five trillion. 

Now that driverless technology was completely promoted to the world, the money 
involved would be quite high. 

“Boss Lin, if it is fully implemented in the country and some developed cities overseas, I 
estimate that the profits will be above 10 trillion! In less than two years, our company will 
have a market value of 15 trillion, or even higher!” Hua Qingqing said seriously. 

Lin Fan nodded. 15 trillion was a terrifying number. 

If this continued, Lin Fan would probably not be far from becoming the richest man in 
the world. 

Some people might ask, “Lin Fan is already so rich, why hasn’t he become the richest 
man in the world?” 

Lin Fan was indeed quite rich, but a lot of the money hadn’t been transferred to his 
account yet. 

And this was the estimated income for the next two years. 



Compared to those companies that had already become famous, such as Alibaba and 
Microsoft, they were already mature companies. 

Jiaxing Entertainment had started its business too late and did not have enough time. 

There was still a gap between them and Microsoft. 

But… what was the use of Microsoft? 

The richest person in the world was now Su Xiaoyu. 

For the past three years, Lin Fan had been busy and Su Xiaoyu hadn’t been idle. 

She helped her father do business well in America. 

Lin Fan thought that the market value of a company worth five trillion yuan could 
surpass Su Xiaoyu’s, but it didn’t. 

Not only did he not surpass it, but he was also far from it. 

If he had to ask, he would ask Su Xiaoyu why she was so amazing… 

He had no choice. His wife was too strong and Lin Fan couldn’t take it. 

If he wanted to surpass Su Xiaoyu, he could only wait for autonomous vehicle 
technology to be completely promoted. 

Lin Fan only had one goal now. 

That was to accompany Xia Wanqiu and take care of her. After all, she already had a 
baby. 

At the same time, he could be with Su Xiaoyu and marry her. 

Most importantly… Lin Fan felt that he definitely couldn’t be below his wife. 

If that were the case, Su Xiaoyu would soar into the sky in the future. 

He had to snatch the position of the richest person in the world from his wife first! 

…….. 
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A month later. 

A new trending topic on Weibo reached the top. 

This new Weibo trending topic was about Lin Fan. 

Not only that, the top five trending topics on Weibo were all about Lin Fan. 

“It’s shocking to the world. Jiaxing Entertainment’s medical team created an 
unprecedented cancer-causing medicine!” 

“5G technology has been fully popularized, and driverless technology has been 
released to the entire country!” 

“Lin Fan has become the richest man in the world!” 

…. 

When Lin Fan became the richest man in the world, Jiaxing Entertainment’s capital had 
reached a terrifying number. 

18 trillion! 

Such a number had already exceeded that of Alibaba, JD, and Microsoft, the number 
one companies in the world! 

No one knew how much money Lin Fan had now. 

However… Lin Fan had already become the richest man in the world! 

It was worth mentioning that Lin Fan’s wife, Su Xiaoyu, had retired to become the 
second richest person in the world. 

However, no one in the outside world knew that Su Xiaoyu was also Lin Fan’s woman. 

What Jiaxing Entertainment did was start a new era. 

5G technology had changed the means of contemporary communication. It was more 
advanced, powerful, and transmitted data faster than 3G and 4G! 

Furthermore, after fully implementing 5G, he could create more real-life online VR 
games. 

This technology was also slowly being studied. 

The widespread use of driverless technology had changed an era. 



From the primitive era of ancient times to the slave society, the feudal society, the 
Renaissance, the rise of capitalism, the steam era… 

Every different era had different means of transportation. 

In today’s world, cars were still one of the main means of transportation outside. 

The whole of China had already achieved the popularity of driverless technology, 
greatly reducing the probability of car accidents! 

As long as he got into the car and said his destination, the car could send him home 
accurately. 

The cars had also become smarter. Some of the old cars in the past were gradually 
eliminated because they could not keep up with the times. 

The development of cancer drugs had changed the entire world! 

Cancer, no matter what kind of cancer it was, could be cured with special medicine! 

Special medicine was even divided into three types and was still developing. 

Even if antibodies appeared in cancer cells, different brands of special medicine were 
enough to kill cancer. 

This was a breakthrough in human history! 

It was no exaggeration to say that Lin Fan was equivalent to Edison and Newton… 
achieving unprecedented achievements! 

Of course, Lin Fan was still far from being able to compare to such a great historical 
figure. 

However, being able to break through cancer also brought good news to the entire 
world. 

For this, Lin Fan even received the Nobel Prize in Medicine. 

Don’t ask why Lin Fan got it. 

It was said that Lin Fan knew some medical knowledge and had participated in the 
experiment the entire time. He was the team leader. 

This credit was all Lin Fan’s. 

Therefore, in China, Lin Fan became a respectable person like Yuan Longping. 



Lin Fan wasn’t just a great director and artist. 

He was also an entrepreneur and a legend in the medical world! 

Countless families were plagued by cancer. The appearance of special medicine saved 
millions of lives! 

After that, Lin Fan chose to leave the martial arts world. 

He was still young, but Lin Fan had already chosen to retire. 

Xia Wanqiu was already pregnant and Lin Fan was about to become a father. 

As a father and a husband, he should take on the responsibility he should. 

For this, a country’s scientific research institution had personally wanted to persuade Lin 
Fan to stay but was rejected. 

After Lin Fan left the industry, Jiaxing Entertainment still did very well. 

From time to time, there would be good scripts and good television dramas. 

The level of the entire Chinese entertainment industry was improving and developing 
rapidly. 

Times had changed! 

…. 

Su Muqing was the second daughter of the Su family. She had always been Lin Fan’s 
assistant. After Lin Fan left, she became the CEO of Jiaxing Entertainment and was in 
charge of many things. 

This year, she was 22 years old. 

She was still so beautiful, quiet, and pure. 

Today was also the day Lin Fan officially handed over the paperwork. 

Although he was still the largest shareholder of Jiaxing Entertainment, the big boss had 
been handed over to Su Muqing. 

Su Muqing was the person he trusted the most, so it was good to leave the company to 
her. 



From now on, Lin Fan would no longer be the chairman of Jiaxing Entertainment. At 
most, he would be a shareholder. 

At least after Lin Fan left, the nominal chairman would be Su Muqing. 

Today, the weather was good and the sun was shining. 

A breeze blew through Su Muqing’s long hair. She opened her eyes and looked at Lin 
Fan. She asked softly, “Are you leaving?” 

Lin Fan nodded and smiled. “Thank you, Muqing. Without your help, I wouldn’t be where 
I am today. When I leave this time, I’m really going to leave the pugilistic world.” 

Lin Fan patted Su Muqing on the shoulder. He knew how much she had sacrificed. 

Su Muqing had always been Lin Fan’s assistant and had always been by his side. 

Lin Fan continued, “Muqing, you won’t be my assistant anymore. You’re the chairman of 
Jiaxing Entertainment. I’ll leave everything to you again.” 

Su Muqing shook her head gently and bowed 90 degrees to Lin Fan. “Boss Lin, Muqing 
will always be your assistant, forever…” 

Lin Fan smiled brightly and walked in front of Su Muqing to give her a hug. 

Su Muqing didn’t resist and just let Lin Fan hug her like this. She knew that Lin Fan 
would never have such bad intentions towards her. 

Lin Fan pinched Su Muqing’s face and smiled gently. “You’re so pretty. You’re probably 
an angel sent by the heavens to help me. However, there’s no banquet that won’t end. 
Muqing, you’re already 22 years old. Find a boyfriend in the future.” 

Su Muqing looked at Lin Fan blankly. She pursed her red lips and her eyes turned red 
with tears. 

“Alright, stop crying. It’s not like we can’t contact you in the future. Transportation is so 
convenient. In the past, when I saw you working so hard and being scolded, I never saw 
you cry.” 

“Let’s go.” 

Lin Fan smiled and waved his hand. He let go of Su Muqing and turned to leave, leaving 
only his back view. 

There was a hint of nostalgia. After all… ever since Lin Fan established Jiaxing 
Entertainment, Su Muqing had already been his assistant. 



She spent every day with him at Jiaxing Entertainment until she witnessed it become 
the largest company in China. 

Su Muqing looked at Lin Fan’s back view and bowed slightly. 

The sunlight became brighter and Lin Fan’s back view gradually disappeared. 

No one noticed that tears were rolling down Su Muqing’s cheeks silently. 

“Look for a boyfriend?” 

“If only there was an afterlife… how good would that be?” 
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“I’m sorry.” 

Lin Fan said in his heart. 

He promoted this girl step by step. 

He also knew how this girl felt about him. 

But… 

‘Su Muqing, I’ve really… let you down.’ 

“If there’s still an afterlife…” Lin Fan smiled. If there was really a parallel universe, he 
would definitely return to hug Su Muqing tightly. 

However, in this world, Lin Fan already had the two most important girls. 

Xia Wanqiu was already pregnant and had become his wife. 

Su Xiaoyu was still waiting for him in Paris. 

Lin Fan didn’t want to let down other girls, nor did he want to let down Xia Wanqiu and 
Su Xiaoyu. 

The most regretful thing about a relationship was that both of them liked each other but 
could only pretend to be stupid and could not be together. 

Lin Fan wasn’t a saint. He had such a good girl by his side and had gone through 
everything. 



Perhaps this was his regret in life. 

… 

Lin Fan didn’t turn back, and Su Muqing didn’t chase after him. 

He turned around and arrived at Lin Kexin’s filming location. 

Now, Lin Kexin had become the number one celebrity in China. 

Xia Wanqiu did not film television dramas and movies anymore. Su Xiaoyu had long left 
the industry. 

Su Muqing did not film many works, but she was everyone’s “Xiao Longnu”. 

It was irreplaceable. 

As for Lin Kexin, she had once been saved by Lin Fan. 

When Lin Fan arrived, he saw Lin Kexin playing with a few girls. 

“Ah… Boss Lin.” Lin Kexin saw Lin Fan too. Her eyes lit up and she immediately jogged 
out. 

“Why are you here?” Lin Kexin looked at him expectantly. 

“Can’t I come to see my company’s employees?” Lin Fan smiled and looked at Lin 
Kexin. 

“Sure, of course. You’re a big boss ~” Lin Kexin giggled. 

Just like that, Lin Fan and Lin Kexin stayed on set for a long time. They chatted and ate 
together. 

When the director of the film crew saw Lin Fan, he walked over warmly. 

After chatting for a long time, the director of the film crew exclaimed. 

Damn it… It was his honor to be guided by Lin Fan. 

With just a little guidance, the director felt enlightened! 

“Lin Kexin, it’s time for me to leave. Work hard and strive to become an international 
superstar in the future.” Lin Fan smiled. 



“Mmm, Boss Lin, let me send you off.” Lin Kexin followed Lin Fan and watched him 
leave. 

She was a top celebrity in China. Many people couldn’t even ask her out. Only Lin Fan 
was an exception. 

After all… that was the big boss, Lin Fan. 

…. 

Lin Fan’s sister, Lin Yushi, had already graduated. 

She was also working at Lin Fan’s company and she was working very well. 

She was also responsible for a lot of Jiaxing Entertainment’s work. 

Overall, it was thriving. 

The next day. 

Lin Fan went to Xu Yang and Lin Jingjing’s wedding again. 

Lin Jingjing smiled sweetly beside Xu Yang. 

The wedding was probably the happiest time of every girl’s life. 

After getting married, Xu Yang sat beside Lin Fan and said, “Are you leaving?” 

Lin Fan nodded and smoked a cigarette. “Mmm, the company’s matters have been 
arranged. I can rest for a few years.” 

Xu Yang hugged Lin Fan’s shoulder. “Brother, you have to be careful in Paris. Don’t get 
photographed by those media reporters. But you’re really amazing. You can get Xiaoyu 
and Wanqiu. Don’t you plan to get Su Muqing too?” 

Lin Fan punched Xu Yang. “Forget it. In that case, Wanqiu and Xiaoyu can kill me. They 
will definitely mind. But what you said can actually be considered…” 

Xu Yang laughed. They were both men, so he definitely understood. “Then you have to 
manage your time well. Don’t go overboard.” 

Lin Fan shook his head. “Su Muqing is the chairman now. She still has a lot of things to 
do. Let’s talk about these things in the future. I still have to think about how to live with 
Wanqiu and Xiaoyu. If they both want it at night…” 



It was said that after marriage, men were afraid that their wives would smile at night for 
no reason. 

Damn… Lin Fan had two girlfriends. 

There was no land that had gone bad, only cows that were exhausted. 

At first, Lin Fan was definitely happy when he got married, but after a long time… Lin 
Fan thought about that life. 

Lin Jingjing stuck her head out. “Lin Fan, Xu Yang, what are you guys talking about?” 

Xu Yang laughed. “Nothing, nothing. Jingjing, go get some wine. Lin Fan and I will have 
a good drink tonight!” 

Lin Jingjing pouted. “Hmph, when others get married, they even want to… drink at 
night.” 

Lin Fan’s eyes lit up. “Consummation?” 

Lin Jingjing blushed and ran away. 

What consummation? That bad guy Xu Yang had already… 

Men, they were all men! 

He would never be able to hold himself back before he got married. 

They had just gotten married and Xu Yang was already drinking with Lin Fan. 

As a wife… it was too difficult. 

After drinking, Lin Fan left silently. 

Sitting in the car, a driver sent Lin Fan home. 

Xia Wanqiu was waiting for Lin Fan. 

Opening the door, Lin Fan realized that Xia Wanqiu was cooking chicken soup. 

Lin Fan said angrily, “You already have a child. How can you make chicken soup 
yourself? Why don’t you take good care of yourself?” 

Xia Wanqiu turned around and saw Lin Fan. She lowered her head. “I saw that you 
were too busy with work and wanted to make some chicken soup for you.” 



Lin Fan said helplessly, “Let me do it. Just be Madam Lin. In the future, we can enjoy 
life together. We don’t have to work anymore.” 

Xia Wanqiu blushed and nodded. “Mmm ~ Okay.” 

After a while, after drinking a bowl of chicken soup, Xia Wanqiu was in Lin Fan’s arms. 

Lin Fan’s hands were already moving. 

Xia Wanqiu said in a low voice, “Lin Fan… no, I already have a baby… I can only let 
you suffer.” 

Lin Fan didn’t care. “Although I can’t do it, I didn’t say that I can’t touch it.” 

Xia Wanqiu snorted and gently scratched Lin Fan’s chest. “Meow, meow, bad guy!” 

Lin Fan smiled and said, “Wife, I’m going to Paris tomorrow. Xiaoyu is still waiting for 
me there. After the wedding, I’ll be able to bring you over soon. Then, let’s live in Paris 
together. The night view there is very nice.” 

Xia Wanqiu nodded obediently. “Mmm, I’ll listen to you ~ Don’t worry, don’t be 
discovered by others.” 

Lin Fan smiled. His hand had already gone through his clothes and reached in… 

The night was soft, beautiful, and blissful. 

Unknowingly, the sky had already lit up. 

Lin Fan boarded the plane and headed for Paris. 

Soon, the plane arrived in Paris. 

Lin Fan arrived in front of a villa. 

A girl was standing under the cherry blossom tree, counting the pink flowers on the tree. 

She was wearing a JK short skirt, revealing her snow-white slender legs and beautiful 
figure. 

She was still so lively, cute, kind, and beautiful. 

She stood there like a girl who had walked out of a painting. 

Lin Fan walked forward and gently hugged the girl from behind. 



“I’m here.” Lin Fan smiled. 

“You’re here ~” Su Xiaoyu turned around. She didn’t need to turn around to know that 
this was Lin Fan. 

“Mmm.” Lin Fan smiled brightly. 

“I have no way to change the views of the world, no way to change the law, no way to 
change many things…” 

“I’m sorry. I can’t let the world know that you’re by my side. I can’t propose to you in 
front of the world.” 

“But… you and Wanqiu are the most important girls in my world.” 

Lin Fan looked into Su Xiaoyu’s eyes and said seriously. 

Gradually, Lin Fan knelt on one knee and took out a brand new diamond ring. He 
looked at Su Xiaoyu. 

“Today, I just want to tell you…” 

“Su Xiaoyu, marry me.” 

Lin Fan handed over the diamond ring. It was just a simple proposal. There weren’t any 
elaborate decorations, but this could already represent Lin Fan’s feelings. 

“Do you know how long I’ve been waiting for you to say that?” Su Xiaoyu smiled sweetly 
as tears fell. 

“In the past, I always liked you very much but didn’t dare to say it out loud. Now… I can 
finally tell you everything that’s in my heart.” 

“Lin Fan, I’m willing… to marry you.” 

…. 


